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Abstract
Recently, end-to-end multi-speaker text-to-speech (TTS) sys-
tems gain success in the situation where a lot of high-quality
speech plus their corresponding transcriptions are available.
However, laborious paired data collection processes prevent
many institutes from building multi-speaker TTS systems of
great performance. In this work, we propose a semi-supervised
learning approach for multi-speaker TTS. A multi-speaker TTS
model can learn from the untranscribed audio via the proposed
encoder-decoder framework with discrete speech representa-
tion. The experiment results demonstrate that with only an hour
of paired speech data, no matter the paired data is from multiple
speakers or a single speaker, the proposed model can generate
intelligible speech in different voices. We found the model can
benefit from the proposed semi-supervised learning approach
even when part of the unpaired speech data is noisy. In addi-
tion, our analysis reveals that different speaker characteristics
of the paired data have an impact on the effectiveness of semi-
supervised TTS.
Index Terms: multi-speaker speech synthesis, semi-supervised
learning, discrete speech representation
1. Introduction
Recent advances in the neural-based end-to-end text-to-speech
(TTS) systems have closed the gaps between the human speech
and synthesized speech in the aspects of both speech qual-
ity and speech intelligibility [1, 2]. The notable results are
shown not only for single speaker TTS modeling [3, 4, 5, 6, 7],
multi-speaker TTS modeling [8, 9] but also for cloning prosody
style [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] and speaker characteristics [15, 16,
17, 18]. However, these achievements require large amounts of
paired high-quality speech and text data (i.e. paired data), which
is typically unavailable under the low-resource condition due to
the laborious and expensive data collection and human label-
ing. Contrarily, unannotated speech data (i.e. unpaired data) is
relatively prevalent and accessible. Therefore, semi-supervised
training of TTS that incorporates unpaired speech is crucial and
worth investigating as it reduces the required amount of paired
data for building a TTS system of high performance.
Semi-supervised learning for TTS has shown remarkable
results in single speaker synthesis [19, 20, 21], where unpaired
text or speech data are utilized to help the model training. Ren et
al. [19] proposed to jointly train a phoneme recognition model
and a speech synthesis model with unpaired data. Chung et
al. [20] perform semi-supervised training on Tacotron [3] in a
pretrain-finetune manner. Different from the pretrain-finetune
method, Liu and Tu et al. [21] utilize the unpaired data for
TTS training in an end-to-end manner. They proposed Sequen-
tial Representation Quantization AutoEncoder (SeqRQ-AE) to
learn discrete speech representation from a large amount of un-
paired speech data. With the aid from a few paired data, the
discrete representations could be mapped to phonemes, and the
model can be used for text-to-speech synthesis.
Even though many efforts have been made to semi-
supervised learning for TTS, prior works [19, 20, 21] focused
on single speaker TTS modeling and left multi-speaker TTS un-
studied. Moreover, previous works [19, 21] leverage only a
large amount of unpaired speech from a single speaker which
is also challenging to collect in practice.
In this work, we move further to exploit semi-supervised
multi-speaker TTS that can utilize unpaired speech with the su-
pervision of only a few paired data (1 hour in total from ei-
ther single speaker or multiple speakers). We propose an ex-
tended architecture of SeqRQ-AE for semi-supervised multi-
speaker TTS, where our framework consists of a phonetic en-
coder as in SeqRQ-AE, an extended speaker representation
table, and a multi-speaker TTS model as the decoder. The
phonetic encoder transforms an utterance into a sequence of
discrete phonetic representations by representation discretiza-
tion and discrete representation mapping as in SeqRQ-AE.
The speaker representation table contains speaker representa-
tion for each speaker in the training set. The decoder takes
the phonetic representations along with the speaker represen-
tation and decodes the corresponding speech. This encoder-
decoder framework can be jointly learned from unpaired data
by imposing a reconstruction loss. Samples drawn from our
model are provided on https://ttaoretw.github.io/
multispkr-semi-tts/demo.html.
The contributions of this paper are highlighted as follows:
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of
semi-supervised multi-speaker TTS.
• Our semi-supervised method matches the performance
of the fully-supervised topline when only 1 hour of
multi-speaker training data is annotated.
• When only 1 hour of single-speaker training data is la-
beled, our method can still generate intelligible speech
of different voices.
• The effectiveness of semi-supervised multi-speaker TTS
is further verified by considering the experiment with
noisy unpaired speech data, which makes our method
more feasible in practice.
• We take a closer look at the impact of speaker character-
istics on the effectiveness of semi-supervised TTS.
2. Sequential Representation Quantization
AutoEncoder (SeqRQ-AE)
In this section, we briefly overview the SeqRQ-AE, which is
trained from a large amount of unpaired audio Xunpair and lim-
ited audio-text pairs (Xpair, Ypair), where Ypair is the correspond-
ing phoneme sequence of Xpair.
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed model. The input speech X is first encoded into the frame-level continuous vector sequence H .
Next, Representation Discretization (see Sec. 2.1) is performed to obtain the phoneme-level discrete vector sequence Q. Q would be
fed into a sequence-to-sequence decoder conditioned on speaker representation to reconstruct the input speech (see Sec. 3).
2.1. Phonetic Encoder
Given a speech sequence X = (x1, x2, ..., xT ) of T frames,
an encoder network Encθ(·) extracts the corresponding frame-
level representation sequence
H ≡ (h1, h2, ..., hT ) = Encθ(X). (1)
To obtain the phoneme-level discrete speech representation
sequence Q = (q1, q2, ..., qS) that matches the underlying
phoneme sequence, representation discretization and discrete
representation mapping are applied.
Representation Discretization. To perform representation dis-
cretization, a learnable codebook E = (e1, e2, ..., eV ) of size
V is maintained, where each ei ∈ RD is called a code-
word. For an encoded frame-level representation sequence H ,
the closest codeword ev is used as a substitute for each rep-
resentation ht, and this operation is called phonetic cluster-
ing [21]. The gradient of this non-differentiable operation is
approximated by straight-through (ST) gradient estimator [22].
The phonetic clustering process produces a codeword sequence
H¯ = (h¯1, h¯2, ..., h¯T ) of length T where each element is one of
the V codewords. Besides, to match the sequence length of the
codeword sequence to the underlying phoneme sequence, tem-
poral segmentation is performed to group repeated consecutive
codewords into one codeword.
Discrete Representation Mapping. To force each code of the
codebook to be a phoneme, we first set the codebook size V
to be the number of all phonemes and assign each entry ev a
phoneme v. The paired speech data (Xpair, Ypair) is used for
learning the mapping. The probability of a continuous repre-
sentation ht being mapped to a codeword ev is defined as
P (v|ht) = exp(−‖ht − ev‖2)∑
k∈V exp(−‖ht − ek‖2)
, (2)
and the probability for a frame-level phoneme sequence Y˜ =
(v1, v2, ..., vT ) can be approximated by
P (Y˜ |H) ≈
T∏
t=1
P (vt|ht). (3)
Then, the connectionist temporal classification [24] (CTC) is
applied on the paired data with Eq. (3) to maximize the log-
likelihood of outputting target Ypair.
2.2. Speech Synthesizer
To reconstruct the input utterance, a decoder network Decφ(·)
takes the sequence of discrete speech representationsQ as input
and synthesize audio X˜ as below.
X˜ = Decφ(Q). (4)
In addition, the decoder can also do text-to-speech transforma-
tion by inputting code sequence Qpair retrieved from the code-
book according to the ground truth phoneme sequence Ypair.
The overall loss function can be written as
Ltotal = λ ·MSE(X˜,Xunpair)
− logP (Ypair|H)
+ MSE(Decφ(Qpair), Xpair),
(5)
where the first term is the reconstruction loss of unpaired speech
Xunpair, the second term is the CTC loss for Ypair, the last term
is the TTS loss for target audio Xpair, and λ is fixed to be 10
throughout the end-to-end training process. For more details,
please refer to the prior work [21].
3. Multi-speaker SeqRQ-AE
In the previous work [21], both Xunpair and Xpair are produced
by the same speaker. Here we assume the audio is from multiple
speakers1, and we extend the decoder in Sec. 2.2 into a multi-
speaker synthesizer.
In order to perform multi-speaker synthesis (as shown
in the right-hand side of Figure 1), the decoding process in
Eq. (4) is equipped with a learnable speaker representation table
{s1, ..., sk, ..., sK}, where each vector sk is the embedding of
a speaker, and K is the total number of speakers in Xpair and
Xunpair. With speaker representations, Eq. (4) is modified as be-
low:
X˜ = Decφ(Q, sk), (6)
where the decoder is conditioned on the speaker representation
sk obtained from the speaker representation table according to
speaker identity of the input utterance. The loss function to
be optimized is the same as Eq. (5), except that Decφ(Q) is
replaced with Decφ(Q, sk).
1We assume the speaker identities of both the paired and unpaired
audio data are known.
Table 1: Performance comparison of different methods. The subscript ”(n)” indicates the MUSAN noises are added to the speech data. The naturalness MOS (i)
is reported with 95% confidence intervals. The recognition result (ii) is reported with character error rate (CER).
Experiment Method Paired Data Multi-speaker Unpaired Data (i) (ii)Supervised Naturalness CER
Baseline
(b-1) Ground Truth - - - 4.88 ± 0.033 7.98
(b-2) Tacotron-2 VCTK-25hr X(108spkr) - 3.59 ± 0.066 8.11
(b-3) Tacotron-2 VCTK-1hr X(108spkr) - 1.47 ± 0.055 72.67
Semi-supervised
(s-1) Sp-chain [23]† VCTK-1hr X(50spkr) VCTK-25hr-108spkr + LJ-other 2.81 ± 0.071 31.30
(s-2) Ours VCTK-1hr X(50spkr) VCTK-25hr-108spkr + LJ-other 3.46 ± 0.066 11.53
(s-3) Sp-chain LJ-1hr - VCTK-25hr-108spkr + LJ-other 2.10 ± 0.065 45.47
(s-4) Ours LJ-1hr - VCTK-25hr-108spkr + LJ-other 3.09 ± 0.073 21.70
- w/ Noise
(n-1) Ours VCTK-1hr X(50spkr) VCTK-14hr-60spkr + LJ-other 2.02 ± 0.087 41.95
(n-2) Ours VCTK-1hr X(50spkr) VCTK-14hr-60spkr + VCTK(n)-11hr-48spkr + LJ-other 3.28 ± 0.073 12.78
(n-3) Ours LJ-1hr - VCTK-14hr-60spkr + LJ-other 1.61 ± 0.069 80.07
(n-4) Ours LJ-1hr - VCTK-14hr-60spkr + VCTK(n)-11hr-48spkr + LJ-other 2.85 ± 0.070 21.85
- w/ different (c-1) Ours LJ-1hr - VCTK-25hr-108spkr + LJ-other + MLJ-other 3.22 ± 0.070 16.47
Characteristics (c-2) Ours MLJ-1hr - VCTK-25hr-108spkr + LJ-other + MLJ-other 2.31 ± 0.062 15.36
(c-3) Ours FLJ-1hr - VCTK-25hr-108spkr + FLJ-other + MLJ-other 3.07 ± 0.079 16.20
† Trained without text-to-text cycle.
To perform speaker adaptive synthesis, we proposed to
modify the intermediate state of the decoder with an affine
transformation. The scaling factor γ and the shifting magnitude
β for some particular speaker k can be derived by
γ = ReLU(Wγsk + bγ),
β = Wβsk + bβ ,
(7)
where sk is the speaker representation of speaker k and both
W , b are learnable parameters of linear projection layer. With
the scaling factor γ and the shifting magnitude β, the affine
transformation is performed on the intermediate state Mt of the
decoder at each timestep t of the synthesis process
M
′
t = γ(Mt − β). (8)
In practice, we employ Tacotron-2 [4] as the decoder Decφ(·)
of our framework, where Tacotron-2 itself contains an encoder
(Taco-encoder) and a decoder (Taco-decoder). Taco-decoder
consists of 2 LSTM layers and 5 convolution layers, where we
select the output hidden states of the first LSTM as the input of
affine transformation Mt. Afterward, the modified LSTM out-
put M
′
t is passed to the next layer. We found that this affine
transformation scheme makes the training of the multi-speaker
TTS model more stable.
4. Experiment
4.1. Experiment Setup
Model Architecture. For the phonetic encoder and the code-
book, we follow the setup as in the prior work [21]. Griffin-Lim
algorithm [25] is applied to estimate the phases and converts
spectrograms to waveforms as in Tacotron [3]. The differential
spectral loss [26] is also adopted to boost the performance of
the TTS model.
Datasets We use VCTK corpus [27], which consists of read
English speech data from 108 speakers with complete transcrip-
tions. After removing the leading and ending silence by Mon-
treal Forced Aligner [28], we have about 26 hours of speech
data in total. We randomly choose 1000 audio files for testing
and other 1000 audio for selecting hyperparameters. In addi-
tion, an hour data randomly chosen from LJSpeech [29], which
is a 24 hours English dataset from a single female speaker,
is used as the paired speech data (LJ-1hr) and the remaining
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Figure 2: The results of speaker similarity test. The x-axis labels
indicate the experiment IDs as in Table 1.
data are used as unpaired speech data (LJ-other). Moreover,
we use Google cloud text-to-speech to synthesize MLJ and FLJ
datasets based on the text from LJSpeech [29], where MLJ and
FLJ are from a male and a female speaker, respectively. Follow-
ing the data partition of LJSpeech, MLJ and FLJ are also split
into MLJ-1hr, FLJ-1hr and MLJ-other, FLJ-other. We use xhr to
indicate the total amount of audio data (in hours), and xspkr to in-
dicate the number of used speakers where speech data size for
each speaker is roughly equivalent. The speakers in the test set
will not appear in the paired training data set for all experiments
except for the baseline experiments (b-2) (b-3). As for text and
audio preprocessing, we follow the prior work [21].
Speech Naturalness Test. The Mean Opinion Score (MOS)
test is conducted for measuring speech quality, where 50 sen-
tences are randomly chosen from the testing set and listened by
60 subjects. The subjects are asked to rate the audio based on
the speech naturalness. The rating is on a 5-point scale in in-
crements of 1. The higher the MOS, the better the quality of
the given audio. Each audio file receives at least 6 ratings. The
results are shown in the col. (i) of Table 1.
Content Correctness Test. To analyze whether the model
outputs correct speech content, we conduct Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) test using the ASR service provided by
Google Cloud Speech API to recognize synthesized audio or
ground truth audio in the testing set. Then, the character error
rate (CER) is computed based on the ground truth texts. The
lower the CER, the more accurate the model output content is.
The results are shown in the col. (ii) of Table 1.
Speaker Similarity Test. To measure the speaker similarity,
the speaker similarity test [30] is conducted. Given a pair of
ground truth audio sample and TTS output sample from the
same speaker with different contents, 60 subjects were asked
to answer the question: ”Do you think the same speaker has
produced these two samples?” with options ”same, absolutely
sure”, ”same, not sure”, ”different, not sure” and ”different,
absolutely sure”. There are 50 randomly chosen pairs are an-
swered by subjects, and each pair receives at least 6 answers.
The results are shown in Figure 2.
Baseline. To objectively evaluate the effectiveness of our pro-
posed method, we first perform the evaluation on raw audio
from the test set and the original Tacotron-2 model with full
supervision to serve as our baseline as shown in Table 1. The
Tacotron-2 model that is fully supervised by 25 hours (b-2)
and 1 hour (b-3) of multi-speaker paired data can be viewed
as the top-line and the bottom-line performance of our semi-
supervised methods, respectively.
4.2. Multi-speaker Speech Synthesis
In this part (”Semi-supervised” partition of Table 1), we also
compared our method to the speech chain2 [23] model (Sp-
chain, row (s-1) and (s-3) in Table 1) that shares the same ar-
chitecture with our proposed model. Sp-chain can be viewed
as our model without the learnable codebook and ST gradient
estimator for unpaired speech data.
Semi-supervised TTS w/ Multi-speaker Paired Data. In this
setting, 1 hour of paired data comes from 50 speakers (about 72
seconds for each speaker) are utilized for the TTS training. For
speech naturalness (Table 1 col. (i)), content correctness (Ta-
ble 1 col. (ii)) , and speaker similarity (Figure 2), we can see
that the speech quality of our method (s-2) is consistently better
than Sp-chain (s-1). We conjecture this is because the proposed
method allows the gradients to flow from the decoder through
the encoder using the ST gradient estimator while Sp-chain is
not. This makes the encoder and the codebook also being up-
dated to obtain superior representations for better speech recon-
struction. It is worth noticing that our method (s-2) matches the
performance of the topline (b-2) which has seen the speakers
in the test set. In the meanwhile, the bottom-line model (b-3)
can hardly generate intelligible speech. This demonstrates the
effectiveness of semi-supervised TTS training.
Semi-supervised TTS w/ Single Speaker Paired Data. In
this setting, all paired data comes from a single speaker, which
indicates that the model can only learn to synthesize differ-
ent speaker from unpaired data. Consistent with the setting of
multi-speaker paired data, our method (s-4) outperforms the Sp-
chain (s-3) in this setting. By comparing (s-4) to (s-2), we find
that the quality of synthesized speech deteriorates a bit when
the paired data come from only one speaker. Despite the per-
formance drop compared to multi-speaker paired data setting,
the multi-speaker TTS model trained in single speaker paired
data setting is still much better than the baseline (b-3) in both
2Text-to-text cycle is not used since we found that the text-to-text
cycle hurts the performance a lot when there is only one hour paired
data available.
naturalness and speaker similarity, which demonstrates the gain
from semi-supervised learning.
4.3. Impact of Noisy Unpaired Data
In this experiment, we discuss whether the proposed method
can benefit from noisy unpaired data. This is important because
considerable high-quality clean audio is hard to collect and un-
paired data are likely to be recorded in noisy environments in
the real world case. To simulate this situation, we take a part of
VCTK data and manually add noise to it, which we refer to as
VCTK(n) in the ”w/ Noise” experiment of Table 1. The noises
(10-30dB SNR) used in VCTK(n) are randomly selected from
the MUSAN dataset [31]. This synthetic noisy dataset includes
11 hours of speech from 48 speakers while the rest 14 hours of
speech from 60 speakers in VCTK remains clean without noise.
Results with noisy unpaired data are reported in the ”w/
Noise” experiment of Table 1. For the model (n-1) trained with
14 hours of clean unpaired data, the quality of the output speech
is worse than the output of the model (n-2) trained with addi-
tional noisy unpaired data. This can be seen from the speech
naturalness, content correctness, and speaker similarity. Be-
sides, by comparing (n-2) with (s-2), we can see that the synthe-
sis performance only drops a bit when some part of the unpaired
data is noisy. These demonstrate that the TTS model can benefit
from unpaired data even if part of it is noisy. The experiments in
single speaker paired data setting are also conducted here (n-3)
(n-4) and the same conclusion can be obtained.
4.4. Impact of Speaker Characteristics of Paired Data
According to the result of the experiment (s-4), it is possible
to construct a TTS model with only 1 hour paired data from a
single speaker. In this section, we would like to further study
how the characteristics of the paired data influence the perfor-
mance. The results are reported in the w/ different Characteris-
tics experiment of Table 1.
First, we conduct (c-1) experiment with the paired data LJ-
1hr from a female speaker and (c-2) experiment with the paired
data MLJ-1hr from a synthesized male speaker3. We can see
that the performance of (c-2) drops a lot no both in naturalness
or in speaker similarity.To verify this drop comes from gender
or synthesized nature, we additionally change the data from LJ
to FLJ which is from a synthesized female speaker (experiment
(c-3)). We observe that (c-3) deteriorates slightly than (c-1)
with respect to naturalness and speaker similarity, which im-
plies that training with synthesized speech only slightly hurt and
the performance decline of (c-2) mainly comes from its male
characteristic. Therefore, we conclude that speaker characteris-
tics are essential and female voice might be more applicable for
semi-supervised learning when only single speaker paired data
is available.
5. Conclusion
In this work, we study the semi-supervised multi-speaker
TTS. Experiments show our proposed semi-supervised method
matches the performance of the fully-supervised topline. In the
future, we aim to explore the usage of the proposed method in
cross-lingual settings [32, 33].
3Synthesized audio is used here because we do not have large
enough labeled clean audio from one male speaker.
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